Corruption

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy to ban members of Congress and senior government officials from owning stock in companies, and require presidents to sell assets that pose a conflict of interest. Additionally, the policy would ban senior government officials from engaging in lobbying for several years after leaving office.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say this would fight corruption, strengthen public integrity, and close the revolving door between industry and government.

Republicans opposing this proposal say this would effectively make it impossible for experts from business and outside Washington to enter government, further empowering Washington bureaucrats.

Do you support or oppose this policy?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Housing

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing large-scale investment in building more public housing and removing toxins from currently existing public housing.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say that everyone should be able to afford a decent place to live for their family, and that the investment would lower housing costs for all Americans.

Republicans opposing this proposal say this would require massive tax hikes on the middle class and that people don’t want to live in public housing because of crime.
Do you support or oppose this policy?

**SCALE**
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

**Employee Governance**

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy to require that large companies allow their employees to elect 50 percent of their board of directors.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say that this would give regular workers a greater say over how their companies are run and would increase wages.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that this would make companies less efficient and would be an unprecedented government intrusion into private business.

Do you support or oppose this policy?

**SCALE**
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

**Family Leave**

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a program that would guarantee new parents and other caregivers 12 weeks of paid leave for childbirth or serious medical issues.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]
Democrats supporting this proposal say that every worker in America has the right to take leave for childbirth or medical emergencies, and that this program would strengthen the economy by keeping more people in the workforce rather than leaving their jobs.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that this would represent a tax hike on workers and that small businesses couldn’t afford the proposal, destroying jobs.

Do you support or oppose this policy?

**SCALE**
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

**Automatic Voter Registration**

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy that would register all eligible US citizens to vote automatically (unless they opt out) when they apply for driver’s licenses and other forms of identification at public agencies, such as DMVs or Social Security offices.

**[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]**

Democrats supporting this proposal say this would reduce barriers to voter participation and increase voter turnout.

Republicans opposing this proposal say this could lead to voter fraud and would compromise the privacy of those who don't want to be registered.

Do you support or oppose this policy?

**SCALE**
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know
Lead-Paint Removal

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy that would remove lead paint in all housing, schools and playgrounds.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say removing dangerous levels of lead is essential so that children in America grow up healthy and safe in their own homes and communities.

Republicans opposing this proposal say this is a waste of taxpayer money as it includes funding lead removal for wealthy homeowners who can pay for it themselves.

Do you support or oppose this policy?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Ending Cash Bail

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy that would shift from the current money-bail-only system to one that allows judges to release most defendants until they have been convicted of a crime.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say that this would prevent low-level, nonviolent offenders who can’t afford to pay bail from being stuck in jail and potentially losing their jobs.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that this would allow potentially violent criminals to be released with no incentive to show up for trial.

Do you support or oppose this policy?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

**College for All**

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy of free four-year college to all Americans.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say this would give every American the chance to seek higher education and a better educated workforce will improve economic growth.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that it shouldn’t be the responsibility of the taxpayers to foot the bill for college students from well-to-do families, and that this would require a massive tax hike on the middle class.

Do you support or oppose this policy?

**SCALE**

Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

**Free Two-Year College**

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy of free two-year community college to all Americans.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say this would allow every family in American to get the education they need, and would help businesses hire qualified workers.
Republicans opposing this proposal say it shouldn’t be the responsibility of the taxpayers to foot the bill for higher education for well-to-do families, and most students wouldn’t be prepared enough to benefit.

Do you support or oppose this proposal?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Medical Innovation Prize

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy that would fund large-scale research and development of new prescription drugs and vaccines through medical-innovation prizes. The bill would create a prize fund that would reward the creation of drugs and vaccines that improve health outcomes. Any medication developed through this program could be sold cheaply to the American public without a patent.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say this would incentivize the development of valuable new medication and, because the drugs would be without patent, the benefits would go to the American people.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that this would be a waste of taxpayer money, funding what the private sector would accomplish more efficiently, and that it would effectively funnel taxpayer money straight to Big Pharma.

Do you support or oppose this proposed policy?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know
The Green New Deal

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a Green New Deal, which phase out the use of fossil fuels, with the government providing clean-energy jobs for people who can't find employment in the private sector.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say this would fight climate change, and reduce pollution in the air and water, while improving the economy by giving people jobs.

Republicans opposing this proposal say this would cost many jobs in the energy sector, hurt the economy by massively raising taxes, and wouldn't make much of a difference in climate change because of carbon emissions from China.

Do you support or oppose this policy?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don't know

Free IUDs

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy to provide free, long-term birth control to any woman in the country who wants to use it.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say this is essential for reducing teenage pregnancy, and has proved extremely successful when tried in Colorado, so it should be expanded nationwide.
Republicans opposing this proposal say that it's not the taxpayer's role to fund birth control. They say that taxpayers with religious objections to funding such a program shouldn't be forced to pay for others' birth control.

Do you support or oppose this proposed policy?

**SCALE**
- Strongly support
- Somewhat support
- Somewhat oppose
- Strongly oppose
- Don't know

**Interest Rate Controls on Credit Cards**

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy banning credit card companies from charging more than 15 percent interest per year.

**[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]**

Democrats supporting this proposal say this would prevent financial institutions from taking advantage of consumers, and would prevent consumers from developing massive debts they have no hope of paying back.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that financial institutions would simply stop lending to borrowers who would normally have higher interest rates. These tend to be people with no credit history, who are disproportionately African-American and Hispanic.

Do you support or oppose this policy?

**SCALE**
- Strongly support
- Somewhat support
- Somewhat oppose
- Strongly oppose
- Don't know

**ERPO**
Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy to permit police or family members to petition a court to order the temporary removal of firearms from a person who may present a danger to others or themselves.

Democrats supporting this proposal say that this would save lives by keeping guns out of the hands of people who aren't mentally fit to handle firearms, and that this could prevent mass shootings.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that this violates individuals' constitutional right to bear arms, and that these laws are not effective at reducing gun violence.

Do you support or oppose this proposal?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Marijuana

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy where marijuana possession would be legal for those at least 21 years old. Additionally, the sale of marijuana would be legalized, taxed, and regulated.

Democrats supporting this proposal say this would save taxpayers money in marijuana enforcement, keep people out of jail for simply possessing marijuana, and provide much-needed tax dollars for education and healthcare.

Republicans opposing this proposal say marijuana is a dangerous gateway drug to heroin and other opioids, and its legalization would foster a culture of drug dependence.
Do you support or oppose this policy?

**SCALE**
- Strongly support
- Somewhat support
- Somewhat oppose
- Strongly oppose
- Don’t know

**Ending the Yemen War**

Some Democrats in Congress support ending sales of weapons to Saudi Arabia due to their war in Yemen.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say that Saudi Arabia is guilty of human rights abuses, and that their war in Yemen is leading to the deaths of thousands of civilians.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that Saudi Arabia is a key ally in the war on terror and against Iran, and that we need to support our allies.

Do you support or oppose ending sales of arms to Saudi Arabia?

**SCALE**
- Strongly support
- Somewhat support
- Somewhat oppose
- Strongly oppose
- Don’t know

**Generic Pharmaceuticals**

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy allowing the government to manufacture generic versions of out-of-patent drugs either when there is a shortage or price hike, or when patients can't afford the drug. These will be sold to patients at cost.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]
Democrats supporting this proposal say it is necessary because the private market is failing to make life-saving drugs affordable and available for the average American.

Republicans opposing this proposal say it would result in the government manufacturing drugs that aren't needed, and that inferior government-produced drugs could lead to deaths from patients who take them instead of name brand drugs.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

**SCALE**
- Strongly support
- Somewhat support
- Somewhat oppose
- Strongly oppose
- Don't know

**Government negotiation**

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy letting the government negotiate the prices of some common pharmaceutical drugs.

**[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]**

Democrats supporting this proposal say that letting the government negotiate those prices would bring costs down, increasing the availability of those drugs to those who need them.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that it would reduce incentives for companies to invest in new drugs, harming patients and destroying jobs. They say the United States benefits from having the world’s best pharmaceutical sector.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

**SCALE**
- Strongly support
- Somewhat support
- Somewhat oppose
- Strongly oppose
- Don’t know
Generic Licensing
Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy allowing the government to end the patents on high cost drugs so that other companies can manufacture generic versions of the drugs and sell them for cheaper.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]
Democrats supporting this proposal say that this will create market competition that will reduce the costs of life-saving drugs for millions of Americans.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that it would reduce incentives for companies to invest in new drugs, harming patients and destroying jobs. They say the United States benefits from having the world’s best pharmaceutical sector.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Reparations
Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy of cash reparations to the descendants of slaves.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]
Democrats supporting this proposal say that the legacy of slavery, “red-lining”, and Jim Crow still affects black people today, and therefore reparations are a moral necessity.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that reparations would require a massive tax hike and will only further inflame racial tensions.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know
Canceling student loans

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy of canceling outstanding student-loan debt.

[Randomize Arguments]

Democrats supporting this proposal say that student-loan debt is holding back millions of Americans, and that cancelling student-loan debt would create economic growth.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that cancelling student-loan debt would do nothing to fundamentally improve college affordability and is unfair to the millions of Americans who either didn’t go to college or already paid off their debt.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

Scale
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Abolish ICE

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing abolishing Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE).

[Randomize Arguments]

Democrats supporting this proposal say that ICE consistently violates human rights and deports people who don’t threaten anyone, destroying communities. They say that any useful functions ICE performs can be distributed to other federal agencies.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that ICE keeps Americans safe from gang violence and people who come here illegally should go through the immigration process like everyone else.
Do you support or oppose the proposal?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Border Decrim

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy decriminalizing illegal entry into the United States, which means that illegal entry would be treated as a civil, rather than criminal matter and dealt with by the civil court system.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say that most people crossing the border pose no threat to Americans and criminalization has led to family separation.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that this will make it easier for criminals and terrorists to enter the country and avoid prosecution.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Public Option

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a “public option” allowing people to buy into Medicare as their provider of healthcare coverage.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]
Democrats supporting this proposal say that not only would this achieve universal coverage for all Americans, but that it would also keep healthcare costs low by expanding the risk pool and lowering administrative costs.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that people’s private insurance would be crowded out by a public option, achieving a government takeover of healthcare by other means, and would not actually succeed in keeping costs low enough to be affordable to the average American.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

Job Guarantee

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy that the government guarantees a paying job to every American if they do not already have a job and are able to work.

[Randomize Arguments]

Democrats supporting this proposal say this would reduce poverty, allow people to find a sense of purpose and dignity in work, and allow them to earn their keep regardless of previous skills, while also ending unemployment.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that the program would be too expensive and require massive tax increases, while making more people dependent on the federal government.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

Scale

Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

UBI

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing giving every American $1,000 every month, a program known as a universal basic income.

[Randomize Arguments]
Democrats supporting this proposal say this would reduce poverty, would ensure that people who lose their jobs because of automation have resources to support themselves, and that a similar program has already been successful in Alaska.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that this will require a massive tax increase on working Americans and make millions of Americans dependent on government.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

**SCALE**
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

**Government investment in drug manufacturing**

Some Democrats are proposing a policy that would invest money in researching and developing new drugs to fight diseases.

**[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]**

Democrats supporting this proposal say such a policy would create new opportunities to find new cures for diseases and because they would be funded by the government, such discoveries would be patent-free and thus cheap for all.

Republicans opposing this proposal say this is a massive investment with little chance of payoff and the private sector will do a better job investing in drugs that people will need.

Do you support or oppose the policy?

**SCALE**
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Abortion (TRAP)
Some Republicans in Congress are proposing a policy that would require doctors who perform abortions to be board certified or eligible in obstetrics and gynecology and that air temperature must be maintained at between 72 and 76 degrees in patient areas.

[Randomize Arguments]

Republicans supporting this proposal say these rules are necessary to protect the health of the mother and to ensure abortions are conducted in a safe manner.

Democrats opposing this proposal say these rules are not medically necessary and are actually designed to restrict abortion access through limiting the quantity of doctors and hospitals capable of providing a legal service.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

Scale
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Abortion (Roe v. Wade)

Some Democrats in Congress wish to pass a policy codifying the decision in Roe v. Wade that women have a constitutional right to have an abortion.

[Randomize Arguments]

Democrats supporting this proposal say that this ensure that no future Court could strike down a woman’s right to choose to have an abortion.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that Congress is overstretching its authority and that this will pave the way to partial-birth and late term abortions.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

Scale
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Childcare
Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy that would give grants to states, cities, nonprofits, schools, and other local partners to create a network of childcare options that would be available to every family.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say this will provide affordable childcare for all Americans, and that leaving families with more money in their pockets will grow the economy.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that the government can't provide childcare as well as the private sector, and that it will require a massive tax hike on the middle class.

Do you support or oppose this proposal?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

100 percent Clean Energy

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy that would transition the economy to 100 percent clean energy by 2045.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say that this will create new well-paying jobs in the clean-energy sector while reducing the risk of climate change.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that these proposals would raise the cost of electricity and eliminate millions of well-paying jobs in the coal and oil sector.

Do you support or oppose this proposal?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know
Border Wall

Some Republicans in Congress are proposing building a wall on the southern US border with Mexico.

[Randomize Arguments]

Republicans supporting this proposal say the wall is needed to keep out undocumented immigrants and potential criminals coming through our southern border.

Democrats opposing this proposal say the wall is a waste of money and would require the government to unconstitutionally take privately owned land on the border.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

Scale

Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Work Requirements

Some Republicans in Congress are proposing requiring that Medicaid recipients have a job or prove they are looking for a job in order to receive health coverage through the program.

[Randomize Arguments]

Republicans supporting this proposal say that allowing people to have government benefits without working for them makes them dependent on government. They say that a work requirement will prevent able-bodied citizens who simply don’t want to work from taking advantage of the system.

Democrats opposing this proposal say that there are very few Medicaid recipients who could work but choose not to and that these stringent bureaucratic requirements will take away insurance from millions of people who need it.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?
Sectoral Bargaining

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy under which sections of the US economy are unionized as a whole. The workers in that sector would then collectively bargain for wages and benefits within their respective sector, such as autoworkers, rather than with a specific company, such as Ford.

Democrats supporting this proposal say that bargaining on an industry-sector level would empower workers broadly to negotiate for better working conditions and higher compensation. They say it would rebalance the power agreement between employer and employee.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that nobody should be forced to enter into a contract they don’t want to, and that bargaining at the industry level would make it difficult for businesses to remain flexible and make important decisions.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

Job Guarantee

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing that the government guarantee a paying job to every American if they do not already have a job and are able to work.
Democrats supporting this proposal say this would end unemployment and give people the dignity of work where they can learn new skills.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that the program is basically socialism and would lead to millions of people don’t pointless make work jobs instead of being employed in the private sector.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Subsidized jobs

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing that the government guarantee a paying job to every American by subsidizing jobs in the private sector during recessions.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say this would reduce the problem of unemployment and give people the dignity of work where they can learn new skills.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that private companies will abuse the program to get cheap workers that will be paid for with taxpayer money.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know
Corporate Tax Cut

Some Republicans are proposing a corporate tax cut, down to 18 percent of corporate revenues.

[Randomize Arguments]

Republicans supporting this proposal say such a cut would encourage businesses to invest in jobs and growth and that high corporate taxes end up being passed onto workers.

Democrats opposing this proposal say there is no proof that a lower corporate tax rate will change business incentives differently than the last round of corporate tax cuts where they simply used the money to enrich their CEOs.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

Scale
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Cuts to Military Spending

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy cutting back on our military spending for wasteful procurement of weapons systems.

[Randomize Arguments]

Democrats supporting this proposal say the military budget has ample fat that could be trimmed, such as the F-35 program, which is projected to cost $1.5 trillion over the lifetime of the plane.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that cuts to military spending will leave soldiers on the frontline vulnerable and that as a share of the total government spending, the military hasn’t increased over time.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?
Clean Water

Some Democrats are proposing a policy updating and strengthening the Clean Water Act.

Democrats supporting this proposal say it would ensure companies do not dump toxic waste into our drinking waters and streams, and would strengthen the rights of consumers to fresh, potable water.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that the Clean Water Act is already enough and further regulation would be too broad and would limit businesses’ and farmers’ abilities to pursue their work due to burdensome regulations.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

Take Away Church’s Tax-Exempt Status

Some Democrats are proposing that churches and other places of worship should have their tax-exempt status revoked if the place of worship in question refuses to serve the LGBTQ community.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]
Democrats supporting this proposal say that denying the full human rights and the full civil rights of every single American should be grounds enough to have tax-exempt status revoked.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that this is a direct violation of the First Amendment guaranteeing that the government stays out of establishing rules for churches to follow in America.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

**SCALE**
- Strongly support
- Somewhat support
- Somewhat oppose
- Strongly oppose
- Don’t know

**Medicare for All 1**

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a Medicare for All system in which all Americans get health insurance from a single government plan.

**[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]**

Democrats supporting this proposal say that the average American wouldn’t pay more each year because the plan would eliminate premiums and copays while allowing Americans to keep their doctor if they want.

Republicans opposing this proposal say this is socialized medicine that would cause Americans to lose their doctors, wait years to get access to care and lead to a trillion dollar tax hike.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

**SCALE**
- Strongly support
- Somewhat support
- Somewhat oppose
- Strongly oppose
- Don’t know
Medicare for All 2

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a Medicare for All system in which all Americans get health insurance from a single government plan, with the option to purchase supplemental private insurance if they want.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say that the average American wouldn’t pay more each year because the plan would eliminate premiums and copays while allowing Americans to keep their doctor if they want.

Republicans opposing this proposal say this is socialized medicine that would cause Americans to lose their doctors, wait years to get access to care and lead to a trillion dollar tax hike.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

**SCALE**

Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Medicare for All 3

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a Medicare for All system in which all Americans get health insurance from a single government plan. They would pay for this through a payroll tax on employers.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]
Democrats supporting this proposal say that the average American wouldn’t pay more each year because the plan would eliminate premiums and copays while allowing Americans to keep their doctor if they want.

Republicans opposing this proposal say this is socialized medicine that would cause Americans to lose their doctors, wait years to get access to care and lead to a trillion dollar tax hike.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

**SCALE**
- Strongly support
- Somewhat support
- Somewhat oppose
- Strongly oppose
- Don’t know

**Medicare for All 4**

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a Medicare for All system in which all Americans get health insurance from a single government plan. This would be paid for by having employers pay the government what they currently pay health insurance companies to cover their employees and a tax on accumulations of wealth greater than $10 million.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say that the average American wouldn’t pay more each year because the plan would eliminate premiums and copays while allowing Americans to keep their doctor if they want.

Republicans opposing this proposal say this is socialized medicine that would cause Americans to lose their doctors, wait years to get access to care and lead to a trillion dollar tax hike.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

**SCALE**
- Strongly support
- Somewhat support
- Somewhat oppose
- Strongly oppose
Stop Wall Street Looting

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy that would require companies declaring bankruptcy to prioritize paying workers for salaries, severance and retirements over creditors and executives.

Democrats supporting this proposal say that it will protect workers from Wall Street vultures that buy up companies to dismantle them.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that this will slow investment because creditors will be worried about not being paid in the case of a bankruptcy.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

eo_warren_lobbyist_tax] Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy to tax companies that spend over $500,000 dollars a year on lobbying.

Democrats supporting this policy say that this will strengthen congressional independence from lobbyists and reduce the incentives for lobbying.

Republicans opposing this executive order say that lobbying is a way for companies to protect themselves from government overreach and this amounts to double-taxation on companies.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?
Worker Ownership

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing requiring companies with more than 100 employers to give their workers a 20% ownership stake in their company.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say it will reduce inequality by ensuring that employees receive the benefits of their work.

Republicans opposing this proposal say this is outright socialism will destroy the incentives for people to start new companies and lead to more jobs moved overseas.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Green Housing Retrofits

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing investments in housing that would retrofit buildings to make them greener and more energy efficient.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]
Democrats supporting this proposal say that retrofitting houses is not only a cheap and effective way to combat climate change but also that the basic parameters of the program have already had success in encouraging consumers to refit their home appliances to be more energy efficient.

Republicans opposing this proposal say it is simply too expensive and time consuming to retrofit every building in America and that the private sector will do this on its own if it makes financial sense.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

**Homes Guarantee**

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy to build enough new nonprofit and publicly owned homes to ensure every American has a place to live, regardless of whether they can pay.

**[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]**

Democrats supporting this proposal say that housing is a human right, and that an increased housing stock not only helps the homeless find living quarters but also encourages more building, increasing the amount of homes and lowering housing costs for all Americans.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that building new government housing has been tried already in the form of public housing and failed and turned into dangerous slums, and that a revival of such a program would be socialist.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

**SCALE**

Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

**Mandatory Gun Buybacks**
Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy that would create a program to buy back assault weapons and other high-powered weapons. Owners would turn in their guns to federal agents in exchange for equivalent cash compensation.

Democrats supporting this proposal say that this would reduce gun violence in America and also get military style assault weapons out of the hands of people who don’t need them.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that the Second Amendment provides that all people should have the right to keep and bear arms, whichever ones they desire, and that a buyback program would be an infringement on that liberty.

Do you support or oppose the proposal?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

ACA

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy that would allow kids to stay on their parents’ insurance until 26, eliminate pre-existing conditions as a reason to be denied medical care, and expand Medicaid to cover more people.

Democrats supporting this proposal say this bill would expand access to care to more people and lower overall healthcare costs.

Republicans opposing this proposal say this bill would require a massive tax hike and would be a government takeover of the healthcare system.

Do you support or oppose the bill?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Economic Stimulus

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing an economic stimulus package of $1.5 trillion dollars, comprised of a combination of spending initiatives and tax cuts.

Democrats supporting this proposal say that the economy needs priming and additional spending by the government would create jobs and support critical, overdue investment in our country’s infrastructure.

Republicans opposing this proposal say we can’t afford such a program due to our exploding deficit and that tax cuts on businesses and job creators are a better way to grow the economy.

Do you support or oppose the policy?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Election Reforms

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy to reform elections in America. They want to establish public financing of campaigns, require disclosure on funding of digital advertising, strengthen government ethics, and increase election security and integrity.

Democrats supporting this proposal say these reforms are necessary to get money out of politics, safeguard our elections, and make our elections more fair, more transparent, and more accountable.

Republicans opposing this proposal say this bill is an unconstitutional set of federal restrictions on free speech, and are merely a power grab by the Democratic party.

Do you support or oppose the policy?

SCALE
Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy to pass a cap and trade program, which would establish a cap on greenhouse gas emissions and a market in which to trade emission credits amongst individuals and corporations.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say such a policy is necessary to incentivize businesses and individuals to lower their carbon footprint, and would help combat climate change.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that such a program would raise energy prices and wouldn’t be effective because of emissions from China.

Do you support or oppose the policy?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy that would place a price on carbon emissions.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say that a carbon tax will allow the market to reduce carbon emissions.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that this would dramatically raise the cost of electricity.

Do you support or oppose the policy?

SCALE
Blanket Amnesty

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy to create a path to citizenship for all undocumented immigrants in the country. The path would include paying back taxes, passing a criminal background check and maintaining employment in the United States.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say this would allow undocumented immigrants to apply to become citizens and they would still have to pay back taxes.

Republicans opposing this proposal say there should be no reward for entering the country illegally, and that providing amnesty in this manner would encourage more illegal immigration.

Do you support or oppose the policy?

SCALE
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Public Transit Investment

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a $300 billion investment in public transit systems throughout the nation.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say that this is enough money to fund current obligations, expand public services such as buses, subways, light rail, and electric bikes and scooters, creating more economic activity.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that such a program will only increase congestion and that local communities should decide for themselves whether they want public transit in their neighborhood.
Do you support or oppose the policy?

**SCALE**
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don't know

**Sugar Tax**

Some Democrats in Congress are proposing a policy to impose a tax on sugar in consumer goods of $0.05 cents per 2 oz. of sugar.

[RANDOMIZE ARGUMENTS]

Democrats supporting this proposal say that this tax would help combat obesity in America and would help raise additional money for local projects.

Republicans opposing this proposal say that this is a nanny state proposal pushed by coastal elites that will harm low-income people the most.

Do you support or oppose the policy?

**SCALE**
Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don't know